LCC Leaving Certificate 2020 – Comhghairdeas!
Congratulations to our 6th Year Class of 2020 who recently received their Leaving
Certificate Calculated Grades Results.

We wish them every success in their choice of
courses and prospective career paths. As former
students of LCC, we remain available to them
should they require support or advice as they
commence this exciting new chapter in their
education and in their development.

Appointments can be made to meet with
LCC Guidance Counsellors or a member of the 6th Year
former Care Team. These scheduled meetings may take
place online or at the school following current health
and safety protocols. Please email cgc@lccgmail.com
if you wish to arrange a consultation with a member of the LCC CGC Team.
Below please find information from the Calculated Grades Executive Office
(CGEO)
on the calculated grades system and the appeals process open to students.
Calculated Grades System LC2020:
The system of Calculated Grades was adopted this year as a direct result of Covid19, which prevented the state from running the conventional Leaving Certificate
Examinations. It was recognised that a system was required to allow young
people to move on with their lives and to progress to work or further or higher
education.
A Calculated Grade is a grade that has been provided to students following the
combination of information provided by your school about your students’
expected performance in an examination, data relating to the Junior Cycle
performance, at an aggregate level, of the Leaving Certificate class of 2020, and
national data available in relation to the performance of students in examinations
over a period of time.
The system of Calculated Grades had at its heart at all times concern for the
students of the Leaving Certificate class of 2020 who completed their second
level education under the most unprecedented and difficult circumstances.

Through the Calculated Grades process every effort has been made to ensure that
the grades students have received are fair and comparable representations of their
levels of achievement.
Schools will have taken different approaches to providing estimated marks. A
process of national standardisation was then applied to the school information in
order to ensure comparability between the standards applied by individual
schools and the national standard. This standardising process happens every year
through the examinations marking process and would have happened in 2020
had the Leaving Certificate examinations been run as normal.
Overall, the results of the 2020 Leaving Certificate are considered to be ahead of
the results that would have been achieved had the examinations taken place.
Every effort has been made to make the system as fair as possible for as many
students a possible. The statistical model used was blind to demographic
characteristics, either at the level of the student or the school. The standardisation
process means that the same standard has been applied uniformly across all
schools.
We appreciate that individual students may be disappointed with their results in
certain subjects and that some schools may also be disappointed with their results.
Appeals will only be accepted from individual students . Results can be changed
upwards or downwards on appeal. Some information for students about the
appeal process is set out below.
Accessing the Calculated Grades Appeals Process:
The Calculated Grades student portal reopened on Monday 14th September at
9.00 am. Students can then access the estimated percentage mark provided on
their behalf by your school as well as their final calculated mark. Students will
not have access to the subject rank orders at this time.
Students have access to an appeals process. This involves a technical appeal
undertaken by administrative staff focused on looking for errors in the
transmission of the data through the process. An example of this would be
checking whether a mistake has been made in entering the information to any of
the systems used in the process. Some other features of the appeal process which
should be noted:
*
*
*
*

Appeals will be accepted from individual students only.
There is no appeal fee.
Results can be changed upwards or downwards on appeal.
Students have until 5pm on 16 September to submit an appeal.

* Every effort will be made to process appeals as quickly as possible but we
are unable at this time to commit to a date for the issue of the appeal
results. Students will be notified of this date as soon as possible.
The appeals process will have three stages as follows:
Stage1: Checks will be undertaken on the forms completed by the school and that
the information was transferred correctly from the forms to the data collection
system
Stage 2: There will be a review to ensure that the data was correctly received and
processed through systems used in the national standardisation process.
Data checks will include a check to ensure that the rank order of the class group
for the subject and level taken has been preserved in the standardisation process
and that students placed on the same school-estimated mark in the same subject
and at the same level taken by the school are conferred with the same calculated
mark by the Department.
Stage 3: Students dissatisfied with the outcome of the appeals process can seek
further review by Independent Appeal Scrutineers. The Independent Appeals
Scrutineers will check to ensure the correct procedures were followed throughout
the appeals process.
Stages 1 and 2 will be undertaken on foot of the initial application by the student.
Stage 3 will be a separate process which can be invoked by any student
dissatisfied by the outcome of stages 1 and 2.
The appeal application can be accessed here.
Students who consider that their case has not been processed correctly can make
a complaint to the Ombudsman or, in the case of students under 18 years of age,
the Ombudsman for Children .If, following the appeals process, students remain
dissatisfied with the outcome, they will be able to sit the 2020 written Leaving
Certificate exams. Subject to health advice, these will begin on 16th November.
Further details about these exams will be provided by the State Examinations
Commission (SEC) at a later stage. Students who decide to sit the exams will be
credited with the higher subject grade achieved between the Calculated Grade
and the written exam. As well as any supports your school may be able to provide
to students, a range of other supports is available to students and more
information can be found about these on www.gov.ie.
Calculated Grades Executive Office (CGEO), Department of Education

